
ERASMUS IN PECS- REPORT 

 

I spent the second semester of the Fifth year of medicine here in Pecs. I chose this University more than 

one year ago, basically because of the English course and because some students of my University (Pavia) 

had a lot of good words about it. At the end of this experience, I can say that I agree with them. 

The hospitality was excellent since the first day, when we arrived at the office and the Erasmus 

coordinators explained everything to us and answering perfectly to all our questions. The flat we used to 

live was very large and in a nice position, even if the bathroom had some problems, we stayed very well in 

it.  

I’m really happy to have found such great mates for my experience, Ron and Luigi. They left Italy with me, 

studying in the same University, but we didn’t know each other very well before these months. It was a 

little bit risky to live together, but I’m very glad to have do it, because I found such a good boys, like 

brothers by now. 

The city is perfect for the students, I enjoyed the libraries, the hospital, the teachers always so kind and 

ready to teach everything also in English. I enjoyed the vitality of the city centre, with lot of pubs, cafés and 

restaurant. It is also really nice that the students have a discount on the cinema, the theatre, the museums 

and also on the transports (buses, trains..). I think is the best place for s student! But Hungary in general is 

very cheap for us. 

Even if we didn’t take part to many experiences organized by ESN, I really enjoyed the Eastern Hungary 

Trip, three days visiting some cities in the East, like Debrecen. ESN is very active here, every night we had 

the possibility to choose to take part to a party, a karaoke, a meeting etc. It’s impossible to get bored in 

Pecs!  



Of course, I came to Pecs to study, and this 

is the part I liked best. The lessons are much 

more interactive compared to Italy, the 

teachers are more friendly and open to 

explain. That is the reason why it was so 

easy for me to do the exams, because after 

the lessons and the seminars it was like I 

had already studying the lesson! It’s the 

best way to learn in my opinion. The 

seminars at the hospital were even better, 

short (in Italy we have more and more 

hours to do) but useful thanks to the 

teachers, they are just for us. A particular 

experience I could never do in Italy is the 

Autopsy lesson, so important for me to understand the anatomy and so interesting for a future doctor. It’s 

a good idea to learn with the practice and less with the giant books we are unfortunately used to.   

I admit that the first days were complicated and I think it’s normal to think “why am I here? What am I 

doing?!”, because “at home” everything is so easy, obviously living in a new city, especially in a country 

with a different language and culture, means to have problems to communicate, looking for a supermarket, 

the timetable of the train, problems at the hospital, at the hairdresser.. Everything gets hard to do. But I 

think it’s good for us, because if you learn to face with problems and grow up, far from that “easy life” we 

have at home. For me this is the real meaning of the Erasmus experience, even more than learning a 

language or giving exams, the most important lesson for me was to take care of myself, trying to solve my 

problems on my own. In the beginning I thought it would have been impossible for me to study in English, 

because when I arrived my knowledge of this language was really poor, but I tried to study more, to 

listening for the teachers and speaking a lot; I was so proud of myself when I finished my exams so early 

and with good and excellent marks, it’s been a challenge to myself and I won.  

In the end, I’m so happy to have chosen Pecs, it’s been a pleasure and I will take all these wonderful 

memories with me, trying not to loose the new friends and improving the English even more. I will 

recommend this University to the students of next year and in general I will recommend the Erasmus 

experience, because in Italy it is not so common to study abroad, instead I’m sure it would be useful and 

good for everyone. 

 


